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Problem Set 2

Exercise 2.1: A model of perpetual youth

Consider the Poisson death model (discussed in class) where agents face a constant
probability of survival 0 < δ < 1 each period. Agents are not altruistic towards their
offsprings, so their preference can be represented by the utility function

max U =
∞

∑
t=0

(βδ)tu(ct),

where u(c) denotes the momentary utility from consumption, and β is the subjective
discount rate. Agents have an endowment of yt each period, and they can save (but not
borrow) in a one-period bond denoted by bt which (net) returns r each period. Agents
in this economy face a substantial risk, namely, they might die with a positive amount
of wealth which - ex post - they would have preferred to consume earlier in life.

(a) State an agent’s flow budget constraint (conditional on being alive) and the se-
quential Lagrangian associated with the agent’s maximization problem. Then de-
rive the consumption Euler equation. How does the survival probability δ influ-
ence the agent’s savings behavior?

(b) Consider an insurance company that provides actuarially fair insurance (expected
profit from providing the insurance is zero, plus assume that providing insurance
has no overhead cost) against passing away with positive wealth. This insurance
contract is state-contingent such that agent gets a payoff of zero in case of death,
but gets a payment x > 0 if they stay alive per unit of insurance. Compute the
(conditional on survival) payment x of one unit of insurance.

(c) What is the agent’s period-by-period budget constraint if she can buy (but not sell)
life-insurance?

(d) State the Lagrangian associated to the the agent’s maximization problem and de-
rive the consumption Euler equation for the optimal amount of insurance, at+1
(the Euler equation for the bond remains unchanged).

(e) Does the agent buy the one-period bond and at the same time the insurance in
equilibrium? Given that the agent buys insurance, at+1 > 0, does the savings
behavior of the agent still depend on the probability of survival?

(f) Find the dynamic equilibrium for the case where a0 > 0, b0 = 0, β(1 + r) = 1,
yt = y > 0.
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Exercise 2.2: Overlapping generations and bubbles

Consider an endowment economy with overlapping generations where agents live for
two periods. Agents have preferences over consumption when young, cy

t , and old, co
t ,

and do not discount the future

Ut = u
(
cy

t
)
+ u

(
co

t+1
)

, u(c) =
c1−σ − 1

1 − σ
, σ > 1,

Agents’ endowment when young, ωy, is higher then the one in the old age, 0 < ωo < ωy.
There are two assets in this economy. A one-period bond bt with price 1 that yields a
safe interest rt per unit and is available in zero net supply (think of it as private lending),
and a console bond (an infinitely-lived bond) denoted by at with price qt which pays a
fixed dividend d ≥ 0 in every period and is available in unit supply. For simplicity, also
assume that the size of each cohort of agents is equal to one.

(a) Derive the equations that characterize the competitive equilibrium of this econ-
omy.

(b) Show that the price of the console bond satisfies the pricing rule

qt =
qt+1 + d
1 + rt+1

. (1)

(c) Let a rational asset bubble be present when an asset’s value is larger than the
present value of its dividends. Assuming that d = 0, show that there exist two
stationary equilibria (equilibria where the interest rate, rt+1 > −1, remains con-
stant over time) - one with a rational asset bubble and one without. What is the
equilibrium interest rate in each of these stationary equilibria?

(d) Suppose the economy is in a stationary equilibrium with a rational asset bubble
(the price of the console bond is strictly positive). What happens to the price of the
console bond and the consumption of the current young and old if the beliefs of
the young agents shift suddenly so they expect the bond will have zero value the
next period?

(e) Based on your answer above, would you say the bubble equilibrium is Pareto su-
perior to the equilibrium without the bubble?

(f) Finally, consider now an economy with strictly positive dividends from the con-
sole bond, d > 0. Compute the forward solution of the console’s price, qt. How
many stationary equilibria with a finite console price are there in this economy?
Characterize the stationary equilibrium interest rate.
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